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Date:  May 15, 2019     
 
To:  District Staff  
 
From:  Emily Courtnage, Director of Purchasing & Contracting 
         
Subject: 2019 Update to PPS Public Contracting Rules 
 
 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
The Board passed our 2019 revision to the PPS Public Contracting Rules last night.  This is a 
comprehensive update of the 2016 Rules.  We will print and distribute new Public Contracting 
Rule books soon.  The primary changes, effective immediately, are as follows: 
 
1. Incorporation of the Federal Procurement Rules – Uniform Guidance 

• On July 1, 2018, we began requiring compliance with the Federal Procurement 
Rules when we are contracting with federal funds.  The inclusion of the federal 
procurement rules in our own public contracting rules will not cause additional 
changes to our process but brings us in to full compliance with the Uniform 
Guidance and reflects the work we are already doing.   

 
2. Amendments to Personal Services Direct Negotiation Rule (PPS 46-0525) to 

explicitly allow direct negotiation, without direct negotiation justification 
paperwork, for contracts for: 
 
a. Interim staff or temporary staffing services 

• Usually urgent and not well suited to a competitive process. Competitive 
process can take as long as hiring process. 

• Need for individuals with very specific skill set and experience. 

b.  Provision of therapeutic placements as per IEPs 
• Unique and specific placements to meet unique student needs. 
• Legally mandated and time sensitive. 

 
c. Contracts for legal services  

• Legal issues often need immediate attention and cannot wait for a 
competitive process. 

• Need for lawyers with very specific skill set and experience. 
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3. Modified and new Special Class Procurements (PPS 47-0288), allowing purchase 

of the following goods and services without competition: 
 

a. Modification: Copyrighted Materials and Creative Works (PPS 47-0288(4)) 
• Clarification to include instructional software, digital resources, and 

assessment materials available from only one source 

b. Modification: Software and Hardware Maintenance, Licenses, 
Subscriptions, and Upgrades (PPS 47-0288(11)) 

• Modified to match City of Portland’s language and specifically include 
software licenses and subscriptions. 

c.  New: Specialized Assistive Equipment for Students (PPS 47-0288(27)) 
• Unique, specialized orthopedic or augmentative and alternative 

communication equipment for students (usually via Columbia Regional). 
• Sole source justification will no longer be required except when spending 

federal funds.  For federally funded-purchases, a blanket sole source 
form can be created.   

d. New: Service, Repair, or Maintenance Services for Products Under 
Warranty (PPS 47-0288(28)) 

• Using different provider will void warranty – e.g., elevators – or system is 
proprietary and requires authorized dealer or manufacturer to service. 

• Sole source justification will no longer be required. 
 

4. Removal of Informal RFP process in Division 48 (architecture, engineering, and 
related services) contracts 

• New Division 48 procurement thresholds:   
o Direct appointment:  Not to exceed 100k 
o Formal RFP:  > 100k 

• Change will result in more Purchasing & Contracting direction and consistency 
across Division 48 processes.   
 

5. Removal of 125% Cumulative Amendment Cap in Divisions 47 (goods and 
services), 48 (architecture, engineering, and related services), and 49 
(construction): 

• In practice, amendments above the 125% cap were frequently permitted under 
the exception allowing amendment in case of unforeseen condition or 
circumstances discovered after original contract award, where a new 
procurement and/or new contract award would cause unreasonably additional 
cost or delay.  Unforeseen conditions are extremely common in our old buildings.  
The removal of the amendment cap for these services reflects that reality and 
reduces paperwork.    
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• Note:  The 125% amendment cap remains in place for Division 46 (personal 
services) contracts. 
 

6. Addition of a Board Reporting Requirement for Certain Division 47, 48, and 49 
Contract Amendments  

• Applies only to contracts with an original contract price exceeding $500,000 
• A contract amendment or cumulative amendments that increase the total 

contract price to greater than 125% of the original contract value will be reported 
to the School Board in a separate section of the regular contracts agenda.  
Contracts subject to the reporting requirement will be reported again if further 
amendments increase the total contract price to greater than 150% of the original 
contract value. 

• This is an after-the-fact reporting requirement only; these amendments do not 
require Board approval before signing. 

• The reporting requirement does not apply if the additional scope or renewal 
terms were provided for in the original contract and already approved by the 
Board (e.g., in the case of a one year contract explicitly renewable for four 
additional one year terms and the maximum term and maximum cost were 
reflected in the Board contracts agenda when the Board initially approved the 
contract).  
 

7. Clarification of the Hearing Process for Division 49 Exemptions from Competitive 
Bidding  

• The updates include deletion of PPS 49-0145, which required that the “Contract 
Review Board” must hold the public hearing to hear comments on the draft 
Findings prior to adoption of the exemption resolution.  This older rule conflicted 
with the newer exemption rule 49-0630, from the Attorney General’s Model 
Rules, which allows the “District” to hold the hearing. 

• From now on, the exemption hearing can be held in a District meeting room well 
in advance of the Board meeting, with any comments reported to the Board via 
staff report.   

• This will save the Board time and allow the exemption resolution to be presented 
to the Board as part of the business consent agenda. 
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